In the previous paper it has been proposed and preliminary studied a new class of general relativistic effects following from switching out of radiation from the cosmological expansion flow at crossing the largest gravitationally-bound regions, such as galaxy clusters. In the present paper more consistent theory of such stasis effects is formulated and its observational consequences are considered, particularly, in this first part of paper the corrections to observational data for Type 1а supernovae are presented. Preservation of frequency and intensity of radiation at crossing large number of clusters leads to sufficient decreasing of observable redshifts z and higher apparent luminosities of sources. Only normal redshifts z' of photons not crossed clusters, which give true distances exceeding the distances following from z, are directly related with the scale factor. The effects increase for distant objects because of smaller inter-cluster distances at early epochs. The existence of the stasis effects for radiation leads not only to new and more exact data analysis methods in extragalactic astrophysics and cosmology, but also to the revising of distance scales and properties of objects all classes.
Introduction
On the basis of modern physical cosmology lies the cosmological principle which is confirmed by almost all observational data at averaging over large enough regions. However, for the observational data obtained by means of radiation, it is necessary to account accurately influences to this radiation of galaxy clusters scale inhomogeneities.
At studying of influence of cluster's gravitational field on radiation crossing through it up to now only an ordinary frequency shift due to variation of gravitational potentials δφ , similar to quadratic Doppler-effect, has been considered only, which is negligible in such weak fields of clusters.
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In the previous paper [1] it has been proposed and developed in principle new idea that at crossing of radiation through the gravitationally-bound regions (GBR), largest of which are galaxy clusters, from general relativity (GR) Hubble's constant. The correction seems small for a one cluster, but if to take into account that it should be multiplied to a number N of clusters crossed by radiation, the situation cardinally changes. For distant sources with 1 2 z ÷  we have 2 3 10 10 N ÷  and the stasis factor of observable redshifts in GBRs with respect to the homogeneous world reaches of order:
Further with increasing of z the stasis factor increases because of smaller inter-clusters distances at earlier epochs. Thus, the modification of observational data, even in lower limit which has been considered in [1] , have appeared so essential that conclusions about true properties of extragalactic objects, and also about correspondence to observations of cosmological models become correct only after taking into account the contribution of these new effects. It puts a problem of revising of the observational data for all extragalactic sources and finding of their true luminosities and cosmological redshifts.
In the present paper a consistent theory of the influence to radiation crossing of the largest GBRs, such as groups and clusters of galaxies is formulated. In sections 1 and 2 the theory of stasis effects and formulas for corrections are presented, in section 3 a confrontation with observations for SN 1a is performed. Applications of the theory to the cosmic microwave background (CMB) are considered in the second part of the paper [2] .
Radiation stasis regions in clusters and their size
In the Newtonian theory gravitation is one of forces only and in its frameworks objects in GBRs, such as galaxies in clusters, are considered as participating in the cosmological expansion, but gravitation only retains them backward. Since photons, crossing through clusters, are not retained by gravitation, it was necessary to consider that their wavelength prolongs to be stretched in the clusters too. By inertia the same hidden hypothesis penetrated into GR too, although contradicts it.
Indeed, in GR both gravitation and cosmological expansion are properties of spacetime and both phenomena are related by changing in some region of the metric determining both rate of processes and scale of distances between objects. In regions between galaxy clusters the metric is determined by the cosmological linear element:
where τ , ( ) a τ and .
The frequency and intensity stasis effects for radiation crossed galaxy clusters. 1. Localized sources.
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At interior and vicinity of galaxy clusters the metric is determined by two or three orders greater mean density of cluster's matter 27 28 , 10 10
. 
In fact, this region does not participate in the cosmological expansion.
In approach of spherically-symmetric and homogeneous distribution of matter in a cluster the metric is given by the Friedmann metric of the closed model, but already with the constant local scale factor a const =  [3] . In approach of centrally-symmetric distribution, when most part of cluster's mass is concentrated near the centre, in most part of the cluster the components 00 11 ( ), ( ) g r g r are given by the components of the static Schwarzschild metrics [4] .
At the consistent approach it is necessary to match this "internal" static metric with the "external" cosmological one at some distance s r r = from cluster's centre of inertia. Notice, that a time dependence of this point due to increasing of ( ) a τ influences to processes in the cluster very weakly. Since the cluster's field is weak and the receding velocities from it are nonrelativistic, it is enough to calculate observable effects in the Newtonian approach.
Let the centre of inertia of a galaxy cluster is resting under CMB. Partial transition of cluster's static metric to the varying cosmological one begins outside of some distance s r from cluster's centre, where it appears a receding velocity of a localinertial frame, also resting under CMB. This radius of "zero acceleration", s r , when an "acceleration" 
As we see, beyond GBR s H enough rapidly tends to 0 H (Fig 1.) Mean mass of clusters change much more slowly than distances between them, so as a first approximation we can consider that the distances change only due to the cosmological expansion. This gives: 
Decreasing of observing redshifts with respect to the normal ones due to the stasis effects in clusters
Observable redshift z of photons is determined by the relation of proper wavelengths at receiving ( r λ ) and emitting ( e λ ), whereas the relation of cosmological scale factors at receiving ( 0 a ) and emitting ( z a ) determines a normal ("effective") redshift z which photons would have if did not crossed GBRs: 
In the homogeneous world these two definitions coincide, which gives z z = , and in the Friedmann model an equation for the relative increasing of wavelengths has the form:
However, at crossing of GBR these definitions are not equivalent and z z < .
Main modification in a character of increasing of wavelength λ of radiation from extragalactic sources is that at crossing by photons a distance c l ∆ between neighbor (8) we will have a new equation:
With the account of (6), this equation takes a form: As already it has been noted in [1] , for more precise calculations the stasis effects corrections should be studied for every observable object individually, by considering influence of each galaxy cluster crossed by photons. After that the data spread for apparent luminosities and redshifts tends to be sufficiently less that will allow us to determine more precisely the parameters of the objects and the cosmological models.
Conclusion
Thus, the stasis effects for redshifts and intensities of radiation crossed galaxy clusters sufficiently contribute to the observational data and they should be taken into account necessarily for all extragalactic sources. Distances up to objects noticeably increase and their characteristics remarkably change. Therefore, the account of these effects is compulsory for confrontation with observations of any cosmological model.
Observations show that the standard closed model of GR (without dark energy) as before is in disagreement by observations for distant sources since the stasis effects corrections only shifted the objects to higher values of redshifts practically on the same curve for the distance modulus.
Other consequences of stasis effects and more detail confrontation with observations of the cosmological models will be presented in forthcoming publications.
